ROCHAMBEAU BRIDGE
RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT
Rehabilitation of the Rochambeau Bridge, two bridges which carry I-84 over the
Housatonic River, in Newtown and Southbury, CT


Extra-wide shoulders on existing bridges allow for bidirectional traffic, with two lanes in each direction,
on one of the bridges while the other bridge is reconstructed.



Two directions of I-84 traffic on I-84 eastbound (EB) utilize crossovers built in the median of I-84.



I-84 westbound (WB) bridge is partially demolished and reconstructed while shift is in place.



Traffic to shift onto the new WB bridge while the EB bridge is reconstructed, with temporary crossovers
built in a similar manner, in the median.
CONTRACT HIGHLIGHTS:


Construction start: date June 15, 2020



End date: December 23, 2023



Low bid price: $52,873,000.



Current contract price: $53,407,058.



Paid thru 9/30/21: $28,113,701. (52.6%)



Contract administered by: CTDOT District 4



Prime contractor: Middlesex



Prime CEI consultant: Lochner



Prime consultant designer: WSP

I-84 WB
Crossovers

COMPLETED WORK:
Implemented westbound crossover
Constructed temporary work trestle

I-84 EB

Completed westbound:


Abutment & pier modifications



Steel erection



Bearing installation

ONGOING WORK:


Procurement of galvanized deck
reinforcement & finger joint assemblies
ORIGINAL BRIDGE DATES:


Eastbound Bridge Built: 1953; Rebuilt 1978



Westbound Bridge Built: 1978



Installation of Westbound:


Deck reinforcing



Deck overhang formwork



Drainage scuppers



Approach drainage

Concrete deck placement to begin the week
of October 18, 2021.

PROJECT PURPOSE & PLANS
Based on field inspections and load rating analysis, the existing bridges were found to be structurally deficient due to
deterioration of the steel girders and poor condition of the concrete decks. The existing bridges have a nonredundant design; if one component of the bridge were to fail, the entire bridge is subject to fail. The new bridges are
based on current design standards where redundancy is built into the bridge; if failure occurs in one component,
alternate load paths would prevent failure of the entire structure. See the comparative cross-sections below:
Former Bridge—Non-redundant design

Reconstructed Bridge—Redundant design

Plans for Reconstructed Bridge

Elevation—Scale: 1” = 40’

PROJECT PROGRESS
12/2020

2/2021

6/2021

9/2021

Trestle in place; bridge
deck demo begins

Deck removed; prep
for steel removal

Modify piers and
reconstruct abutments

Structural steel in place; deck
construction currently

INTERESTING SITE HISTORIC FACT: The crossing was dedicated in 1954 to the French General Rochambeau by the Connecticut
sons of the American Revolution. At this location, Le Comte De Rochambeau crossed the Housatonic river leading the French army en route
to Victory at Yorktown—the last major land battle of the American revolution.

For more project information, please go to our website: RochambeauBridge.com

